Adventure Land Nepal

Mount Kailash and Mansarovar Tour

Mount Kailash tour and Mansarovar Lake Tour are particularly holy Hindu pilgrimage tour. But Mount Kailash
tour is not only for Hinduism, it concerns with all kinds of traveler because Mount Kailash Tour is Holy Hindu
pilgrimage tour and also mountain lover people.
Kailash Mountain is naturally constructed and shaped in unique style than other mountains. Ritually or naturally it
has attracted thousands of pilgrimage non-pilgrimage traveler since it has been opened for tour and trekking.
Mount Kailash was the sacred nine storeys Swastika Mountain, upon which the Bonpo founder Sherab alighted
from heaven. Four of the great rivers of the Indian subcontinent originate from here: the Karnali, which feeds into
the Ganges (south); the Indus (north); the Sutlez (west) & the Brahmaputra (Yarlung Tsangpo, east).
Adventure Land Nepal Tours and Travels offer special fixed trips to Mt. Kailash & Lake Manasarovar to facilitate
pilgrims & foreign tourists. We are probably one of the few outfits that provide Nepali Sherpa staff support for all
of our treks in Tibet so as to ensure similar high quality trek services that exist in Nepal. All trips are planned to
arrive at Kailash on a full-moon day to obtain total & unhindered view of the holy mountain.
Duration: 16 days
Price: $1950
Rating: 5 Star
Group Size: 02 pax above
Grade: Medium
Destination: Tibet and Mount Kailash

Adventure Land Nepal

Activity: Mount Kailash and Manosaravar Lake

Accomodation:
Accommodation and Breakfast

Vital Information
Mount Kailash, Mansarovar Lake, Nyalam, Saga, Paryang, Zuthulpuk, Dolma La Pass

Itinerary:
Day 01
Kathmandu Arrival
After arriving Kathmandu our representative welcome you with garland and transfer to Hotel.
Day 02
Kathmandu City Tour.
After breakfast, our tour guide will take you some special tour places in Kathmandu valley like as Pashupatinath
Temple, Boudhanath Stupa and Patan Durbar Square.
Day 03
Kathmandu to Nyalam
Group will depart to Nyalam from Kathmandu via Dhulikhel. After completing immigration and custom formalities
at Nepal-Tibet border we will he up to Nyalam and overnight stay.
Day 04
Rest day in Nyalam for acclimatization.
This day you will take rest for altitude acclimatization. You can walk around Nyalam area.
Day 05
Nyalam to Saga
After breakfast, you will head to Saga. During driving period, you will see nice view of great Himalayas which are
Mt. Shishapangma, Gaurishanker, Lalugla and visit sacred Lake Pigutso. Stay at Saga.
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Day 06
Saga to Paryang
After breakfast, drive to Paryang across the vast Tibetan Plateau. Stay at Paryang.
Day 07
Paryang to Mansarovar
This day is very special day for pilgrims or travelers because they will really enjoy with glimpse of holy Manas
and visit of Mansarovar, this route goes via Horchu. Stay at Mansarovar.
Day 08
Mansarovar to Darchen
The adobe of God will be a lifetime achievement. There will be Prayer, Havana worship, meditation, bath and
Tarpan etc. Relax and Explore around the Lake Mansarovar and drive to Darchen stay overnight at the lodge.
Day 09
Mount Kailash Parkikrama
This day is Mount Kailash Parikarma / Kora day which begins from this day. Firstly drive 8kms to Tarboche and
trek up to Dirapuk gompa. Pack lunch will be served on the way and dinner and overnight stay at Camping.
Day 10
Trek to Zuthulpuk
You will visit Zuthulphuk Gompa and Parikrama will be continued up to Zuthulphuk. This day is a most difficult
journey day because we will cross Dolma La Pass more than 5600 meters. We pray some few times at Dolma
La and move to Gaurikunda.
Day 11
Zuthulpuk to Darchen Hore
After Breakfast, we will continue our trekking and get to place where our Vehicles are waiting for us. Then we will
drive to Darchen via Manas and ends our Parikrama.
Day 12
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Darchen to Saga
Drives back to Saga, we return the same route we have traveled and same procedure will be followed for meals
and accommodations as before.
Day 13
Saga to Nyalam
Drive back to Nyalam and stay in lodge.
Day 14
Nyalam to Kathmandu
Drive back to Kathmandu and stay at Hotel.
Day 15
Kathmandu
Today is Rest day or shopping
Day 16
Departure from Kathmandu
This day, we will see you off at Hotel and Transfer to airport.

Cost Include:
Guest House and Tented Accommodation as per the above condition
Private Transportation by Mini Coach
All necessary Tibet Travel and Trekking permit
One English speaking Tibetan Guide
All Sightseeing and Entrance fee
Yak and Yak man during the Kora (02 Pax =01 Yak)
Breakfast only
Kathmandu to Border to Kathmandu Transportation

Cost exclude:
Travel and personal Expenses
Medical fee if Emergency
Insurance of any kind.
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Hiring porter/ horse
Portable oxygen cylenders in of emergency
Rescue and Evacuation Service
Any Additional cost due to Nature calamity and Unforeseen Circumstances and etc.
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